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Objective: The study aimed to investigate the effects of intraoperative dexmedetomidine on

postoperative sleep disturbance for different surgical patients and compare such effects

between different dose of dexmedetomidine.

Methods: A total of 7418 patients undergoing nine types of non-cardiac major surgeries

were retrospectively studied. Patients were separated into DEX (dexmedetomidine) or Non-

DEX (Non-dexmedetomidine) groups based on the use of dexmedetomidine during surgery.

The patients who reported they could not fall asleep during the night or woke up repeatedly

during the most of the night at the day of the surgery and whose NRS were >6 were defined

as cases with severe sleep disturbance. Propensity score matched analysis based on all

preoperative baseline data was performed along with logistic regression analysis including

different surgery types and dosage of dexmedetomidine use.

Results: In both of the unmatched cohort (OR, 0.49 [95% CI: 0.43–0.56]) and matched

cohort (0.49 [95% CI: 0.42–0.58]), the DEX group had a significantly lower incidence of

severe sleep disturbance than the Non-DEX group. In the subgroup analysis, for gynecolo-

gical and urological surgery population, the ORs for DEX-group reached 0.21 (95% CI,

0.13–0.33; P<0.0001) and 0.30 (95% CI,0.19–0.47; P<0.0001), respectively. In addition,

low-dose dexmedetomidine (0.2–0.4 μg·kg−1·h−1) showed the greatest effect with an odds

ratio of 0.38 (95% CI: 0.31–0.44; P<0.0001), and the incidence of severe sleep disturbance

in the low-dose group was significantly lower (11.5% vs. 17.7% vs. 16.5%, P<0.0001) than

that in the medium- (0.4–0.6 μg·kg−1·h−1) and high-dose (0.6–0.8 μg·kg−1·h−1) groups.

Conclusion: Intraoperative dexmedetomidine use can significantly decrease the incidence

of severe sleep disturbance on the day of surgery for patients undergoing non-cardiac major

surgery, and the effects were most significant in patients receiving gynecological and

urological surgery. Furthermore, low-dose dexmedetomidine (0.2–0.4 μg·kg−1·h−1) is most

effective for prevention of postoperative sleep disturbance.
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Introduction
It is a common clinical problem for major surgery patients to experience severe

postoperative sleep disturbance including sleep deprivation, disruption, and abnor-

mal architecture, which could be caused by different factors such as anxiety, pain, or
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maladaptation to the ward environment.1–10 Postoperative

sleep disturbance may worsen a patients’ physical condition

by increasing the risk of postoperative delirium or cognitive

dysfunction, and delaying recovery.3,4,10–12 Numerous

attempts have been made to relieve severe sleep distur-

bances after surgery through eliminating noise and light in

surgical wards with blinders or earplugs, the consolidation

of patient care interactions.3,4,13–16 Pharmacological inter-

vention such as short-acting non-benzodiazepine17,18 or

multimodel analgesia19–21 is other methods used to improve

postoperative sleep quality. However, less studies have

attempted to use early intervention during the surgery to

prevent postoperative sleep disturbance for surgery

patients.

Dexmedetomidine, an α2 adrenoreceptor agonist, is

usually used for perioperative sedation, the prevention of

delirium and assistant analgesia.22–25 Continuous infusion

of dexmedetomidine (0.1μg·kg−1·h−1) has been demon-

strated to improve patients’ sleep quality in the intensive

care unit;26 and one recent study15 has shown that continuous

infusion with this dose dexmedetomidine at night can change

critical care patients’ sleep structure and improve their sleep

quality by increasing stage N2 sleep. Furthermore, one small

sample size randomized trial27 showed that intraoperative

use of dexmedetomidine (0.2–0.7μg·kg−1·h−1) could

improve postoperative subjective sleep quality for the

patients undergoing elective laparoscopic abdominal sur-

geries. These studies indicated that intraoperative use of

dexmedetomidine has the potential to decrease the incidence

of severe sleep disturbance after major surgery. However,

because different types of surgery vary greatly and it is

unknown whether intraoperative dexmedetomidine use still

have the effects on the improvement of postoperative sleep

quality for the patients undergoing other types of non-cardiac

major surgery in real-world cohort. In addition, it is also

unclear which intraoperative dose of dexmedetomidine is

more effective on the improvement of postoperative sleep

quality in clinical practice. Thus, based on the above analysis

the current study retrospectively aimed to include a large

sample size of patients undergoing nine types of non-

cardiac major surgery based on a real-world clinical cohort

to explore the following two questions, in order to provide

better criteria about intraoperative use of dexmedetomidine

for clinicians in clinical practice:

1. Is it common that intraoperative use of dexmedeto-

midine decreases the incidence of severe sleep

disturbance for the patients undergoing all types

of non-cardiac major surgery?

2. Which dose of intraoperative dexmedetomidine use

is optimal in decreasing the incidence of severe

sleep disturbance for the patients undergoing non-

cardiac major surgery of nine types?

Methods
Patients
This studywas designed as a single-center, retrospective cohort

study, and the study was performed according to the STROBE

guidelines.28 The study protocol was reviewed and approved

by the Ethics Committee of The Second Affiliated Hospital of

Army Medical University (Approved ID: 2019-096-01). The

study was performed in accordance with Declaration of

Helsinki and patient data were guaranteed confidentiality.

Because the current study was designed as a retrospective

study based on the hospital electronic medical record system,

written informed consent was waived. A total of 28,457

patients receiving elective operation were acquired in the elec-

tronic medical record and follow-up system from May 1st

2018 to April 30th 2019. Due to missing data (n=1932),

26,525 patients were eventually enrolled (Figure 1). The inclu-

sion criteria included ≥18 years of age, ASA (American

Society of Anesthesiologists) grade I–III and time of operation

≥2 hrs. Patients were excluded if theymet any of the following

criteria: cardiac surgery; psychiatric or neuropsychiatric diag-

nosis or insomnia before surgery (See appendix List); the

disturbances of consciousness. We classified the types of sur-

gery according to the surgical site and population into the

following categories: gynecological surgery; middle and

lower abdominal surgery; upper abdominal surgery; urological

surgery; chest and breast surgery; head, neck and ear-nose-

throat surgery; neurosurgery; orthopedic spine surgery; ortho-

pedic limb and other surgery. In the study the upper abdomen

surgery includesGallbladder surgery, Pancreatic surgery, Liver

surgery, Exploratory surgery, Cholecystectomy and so on. And

the middle and lower abdomen surgery include Gastro-

intestinal surgery, Colon surgery, Rectal surgery, Exploratory

surgery, Vulva surgery, Anal surgery, cystic resection and

so on.

Preoperative Data and Intraoperative

Intervention
Demographic data, including sex, age, height, weight, BMI

(body mass index), OSAHS (obstructive sleep apnea
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hypopnea syndrome), smoking and drinking status, were

collected from the electronic medical record system. The

ASA grade and the preoperative disorders of different sys-

tems (including cardiovascular, respiratory, urinary, diges-

tive, nervous and hematological system) were recorded

according to the patient’s chief complaint and preoperative

examination. Anesthesia methods were divided into general

anesthesia or non-general anesthesia, and surgical methods

were divided into minimally invasive surgery and non-

minimally invasive strategy. In addition, whether patients

received postoperative patient-controlled intravenous

analgesia provided by the anesthesiology department was

also recorded.

After entering the operating room, all patients had

routine vital sign monitoring including blood pressure,

heart rate, pulse, and oxygen saturation. We collected the

data of monitored vital signs for all patients when enter-

ing and leaving the operating room. In addition, for the

primary aim of the study, patients were grouped accord-

ing to dexmedetomidine use during surgery based on

their medication records. In the hospital, the usage and

dose of dexmedetomidine were determined by the

anesthesiologist. Dexmedetomidine was uniformly admi-

nistered by continuous intravenous pumping (0.2 to 0.8

μg·kg−1·h−1) after the induction of general anesthesia or

after the non-general anesthesia was completed. The

dosage of dexmedetomidine for each patient was calcu-

lated using the total amount of dexmedetomidine (μg)
divided by weight (kg) and infusion time (hour).

According to the calculated results patients were grouped

into low- (0.2–0.4 μg·kg−1·h−1), medium- (0.4–0.6

μg·kg−1·h−1) and high-dose group (0.6–0.8 μg·kg−1·h−1).

Postoperative Follow-Up Data Collection
In the department of anesthesiology at The Second Affiliated

Hospital of Army Medical University, a postoperative visit-

ing team was established for surgery patients’ follow-up

since April 2018. All surgery patients were followed from

08:00 to 10:00 (1st interview) and 16:00 to 18:00 (2nd inter-

view) one day after surgery. Investigators used NRS (the

numeric rating scale: an 11-point scale, where 0 indicates

the best possible sleep and 10 indicates the worst possible

sleep) and recorded the patient’s self-reports to assess sub-

jective sleep quality of the patients on the night of surgery

during the 1st interview. If the patients reported that they

could not fall asleep during the night or woke up repeatedly

during most of the night and the NRS of sleep quality >6, the

patient was labeled as severe sleep disturbance. In addition,

the investigator asked and recorded the cause of the patient’s

sleep disturbance.

Patients receiving surgery between 2018-05-01 
to 2019-04-30 from medical case record and 
follow-up system (n=28457)

Patients included in the analysis (n=7418)
1. Intraoperative dexmedetomidine use (n=5565)
2. Intraoperative without dexmedetomidine use (n=1853)

Patients excluded (n=19107)
1. Cardiac surgery (n=2754)
2. Surgery duration < 2 hours (n=15985)
3. Age < 18 years (n=215)
4. ASA IV (n=64)
5. Psychiatric or neuropsychiatric diagnosis or 

insomnia (n=41)
6. Preoperative or postoperative disturbances of 

consciousness (n=48)

Head, neck and 
ear-nose-throat 
surgery (n=601)

Chest and 
breast surgery 
(n=835)

Upper abdominal 
surgery (n=599)

Middle and 
lower abdominal 
surgery (n=911)

Urological 
surgery (n=699)

Gynecological 
surgery (n=576)

Orthopedic limb 
and other surgery 
(n=873)

Neurosurgery 
(n=828)

Orthopedic 
spine surgery 
(n=1496)

Eligible patients for screening (n=26525)

Research data missing (n=1932)

Figure 1 Study population inclusion summary.
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Investigators also evaluated the patients’ pain intensity

(numeric rating scale score: “0” for painless and “10” for

unbearable pain) at the 1st and 2nd interviews, and if the

patient presented with a numeric rate scale score >3 within

24 hrs after the operation, they were classified as an

inadequate analgesia case.29 In addition, the presence of

nausea and vomiting, anal exsufflation, and whether

patients could independently participate in off-bed activity

were recorded for all surgery patients within 24 hrs after

surgery.

Statistical Analysis
In the study incidence of severe postoperative sleep, dis-

turbance was considered as the primary endpoint. In the

preliminary analysis based on the patient population

undergoing noncardiac major surgery from our hospital,

we found that the incidence of severe postoperative sleep

disturbance for Non-DEX patients was about 25%. We

hypothesized that intraoperative DEX use can decrease

the incidence by 10%. According to the design of compar-

ison in rate difference between two groups, based on

a significance level of 0.05, power of 0.99, the required

minimum sample size for each group was determined to be

583 individuals using the sample size calculation software

PASS, version 11.0 (NCSS, Kaysville, UT).

All data were assessed and analyzed using SPSS 22.0

and R statistical software by an experienced statistician.

A two-sided P-value <0.05 was considered statistically

significant. Continuous variables are presented as mean

(standard deviation), and categorical variables are pre-

sented as counts (percentage). Patients were grouped

according to dexmedetomidine use (DEX group and Non-

DEX group) during the surgery. Based on 6.7% of missing

data, we used traditional statistical methods and did not

consider imputation techniques in the data analysis. The

normal or skewed distributions of continuous variables

were determined according to the Kolmogorov–Smirnov

test, and Student’s t-tests or Mann–Whitney tests were

accordingly performed to compare the difference between

the DEX and Non-DEX group. The χ2 test was used to

compare the categorical variables between the two groups.

Relative risks with 95% confidence intervals were calcu-

lated for the postoperative outcomes.

Given the potential differences between the baseline

data of the DEX and Non-DEX group, we also performed

a propensity score analysis to further compare the effect of

intraoperative dexmedetomidine use on postoperative

sleep quality. Propensity score was calculated for all

baseline variables: sex, age, height, weight, BMI, age

group (≤45 years, 45–60 years, ≥60 years), BMI group

(≤18.5 kg/m2, 18.5–24 kg/m2, ≥24 kg/m2), smoking (yes/

no), drinking (yes/no), OSAHS (yes/no), ASA grade, sur-

gery type, minimally invasive surgery (yes/no), general

anesthesia (yes/no), with or without a cardiovascular sys-

tem disorder, respiratory system disorder, urinary system

disorder, digestive system disorder, nervous system disor-

der, hematological system disorder, and whether or not

they were receiving patient-controlled intravenous analge-

sia. We performed matching using the 1:1 nearest neighbor

method without replacement under a logit model, which

yielded 1853 patients in the DEX group matched with

1853 patients in the Non-DEX group. Comparisons of

baseline data and outcomes between the two groups were

also performed as a non-matched cohort.

In addition, subgroup analysis was performed according

to the different surgery types the patients received. The

presentation of severe postoperative sleep disturbance was

considered a dependent outcome variable. Logistic regres-

sion analysis using enter model was performed and all

baseline variables were included in the model. Odds ratios

with 95% confidence intervals were calculated for dexme-

detomidine use in the different population. Difference in

incidences of severe postoperative sleep disturbance

between patients with low-dose dexmedetomidine

(0.2–0.4 μg·kg−1·h−1) and those with medium-dose

(0.4–0.6 μg·kg−1·h−1) and high-dose (0.6–0.8 μg·kg−1·h−1)

was compared using χ2 test. Logistic analysis with an enter

model was also performed to explore the risk factors for

severe postoperative sleep disturbance incidence. Dosage of

dexmedetomidine (low-dose, medium-dose, high-dose and

no dexmedetomidine use) and all the above baseline vari-

ables were included.

Results
Baseline Data
Demographic and preoperative data for all included patients

are presented in Table 1. In the unmatched cohort, we

identified 5565 patients in the DEX group and compared

them with 1853 patients in the Non-DEX group (Figure 1).

As shown in Table 1, a significant difference between DEX

and Non-DEX groups was found in the percentage of males

(50.0% vs. 43.0%; P<0.0001), age (52.61±13.83 vs. 53.61

±14.12; P=0.008), smoking status (12.1% vs. 9.7%;

P=0.005), drinking status (3.3% vs. 1.9%; P=0.002),

respiratory system disorder (21.8% vs. 17.5%; P<0.0001),
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Table 1 Demographic and Clinical Characteristics at Baseline

Unmatched Cohort Matched Cohort

DEX

Group

(n= 5565)

Non-DEX

(n=1853)

P value DEX Group

(n=1853)

Non-DEX

(n=1853)

Standardized

Differences

P value

Male; n(%) 2783(50.0) 797(43.0) <0.0001 795(42.9) 797(43) 0.002 0.974

Age; year 52.61±13.83 53.61±14.12 0.008 53.40±13.55 53.61±14.12 0.015 0.657

Age group; n(%) 0.414 0.543

≤45 year 970(17.4) 311(16.8) 287(15.5) 311(16.8) 0.035

45 to 60 year 2682(48.2) 874(47.2) 880(47.5) 874(47.2) 0.007

≥60 year 1913(34.4) 688(36.0) 686(37) 668(36) 0.020

Height; cm 159.71

±15.54

159.13

±13.42

0.153 159.74±8.30 159.83±8.24 0.011 0.750

Weight; kg 61.61±11.86 61.36±11.00 0.430 61.45±10.63 61.60±10.32 0.014 0.667

BMI; kg/m2 23.9±3.5 24.1±3.4 0.178 24.04±3.50 24.07±3.41 0.010 0.772

BMI group; n(%) 0.142 0.265

≤18.5 kg/m2 244(4.4) 62(3.3) 72(3.9) 62(3.4) 0.029

18.5 to 24 kg/m2 2712(48.7) 921(49.7) 875(47.2) 921(49.7) 0.050

≥24 kg/m2 2609(46.9) 870(47.0) 906(48.9) 870(47) 0.039

Smoking status; n(%) 672(12.1) 179(9.7) 0.005 189(10.2) 179(9.7) 0.018 0.621

Drinking status; n(%) 185(3.3) 35(1.9) 0.002 39(2.1) 35(1.9) 0.015 0.725

OSAHS; n(%) 322(5.8) 86(4.6) 0.061 84(4.5) 86(4.6) 0.005 0.937

ASA grade; n(%) 0.067 0.071

I 28(0.5) 17(0.9) 6(0.3) 17(0.9) 0.076

II 3635(65.3) 1177(63.5) 1186(64) 1177(63.5) 0.010

III 1902(34.2) 659(35.6) 661(35.7) 659(35.6) 0.002

Surgery type; n(%) <0.0001 0.003

Gynecological surgery 337(6.1) 239(12.9) 177(9.6) 239(12.9) 0.110

Middle and lower abdominal

surgery

650(11.7) 261(14.1) 213(11.5) 261(14.1) 0.078

Upper abdominal surgery 454(8.2) 145(7.8) 161(8.7) 145(7.8) 0.031

Urological surgery 561(10.1) 138(7.4) 167(9) 138(7.4) 0.057

Chest and breast surgery 684(12.3) 151(8.1) 187(10.1) 151(8.1) 0.068

Head, neck and ENT surgery 434(7.8) 167(9.0) 159(8.6) 166(9) 0.013

Neurosurgery 662(11.9) 166(9.0) 168(9.1) 161(8.7) 0.013

Orthopedic spine surgery 1106(19.9) 390(21.0) 431(23.3) 396(21.4) 0.045

Orthopedic limb and other

surgery

677(12.2) 196(10.6) 190(10.3) 196(10.6) 0.011

Minimally invasive surgery; n(%) 1864(33.5) 652(35.2) 0.183 641(34.6) 652(35.2) 0.013 0.730

General anesthesia; n(%) 5071(91.1) 1760(95.0) <0.0001 1758(94.9) 1760(95) 0.005 0.940

Cardiovascular system disorder; n(%) 1367(24.6) 508(27.4) 0.014 496(26.8) 508(27.4) 0.015 0.684

Respiratory system disorder; n(%) 1213(21.8) 325(17.5) <0.0001 340(18.3) 325(17.5) 0.021 0.550

Urinary system disorder; n(%) 1046(18.8) 378(20.4) 0.129 373(20.1) 378(20.4) 0.007 0.870

Digestive system disorder; n(%) 1463(26.3) 465(25.1) 0.310 487(26.3) 465(25.1) 0.027 0.430

Nervous system disorder; n(%) 861(15.5) 215(11.6) <0.0001 198(10.7) 215(11.6) 0.029 0.404

Hematological system disorder; n(%) 241(4.3) 73(3.9) 0.469 92(5) 73(3.9) 0.050 0.152

Received PCIA; n(%) 2759(49.6) 899(48.5) 0.428 881(47.5) 899(48.5) 0.019 0.576

Abbreviations: BMI, Body Mass Index; ASA, American Society of Anesthesiologists; OSAHS, Obstructive sleep apnea hypopnea syndrome; ENT, ear-nose-throat; PCIA,

patient controls intravenous analgesia.
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nervous system disorder (15.5% vs. 11.6%; P<0.0001), car-

diovascular system disorder (24.6% vs. 27.4%; P=0.014),

general anesthesia (91.1% vs. 95.0%; P<0.0001) and sur-

gery type (P<0.0001). In the matched cohort, the analysis

compared 3706 patients – 1853 patients in the DEX group

and 1853 patients in the Non-DEX group (Table 1). There

were no significant differences in most of the demographic

and baseline data between the two groups. However, signifi-

cant differences in the distributions of surgery type between

the DEX and Non-DEX group were found (P=0.003).

Comparisons of Outcomes Between the

DEX and Non-DEX Groups
Intraoperative and postoperative data are presented in

Table 2. In the unmatched cohort, the patients in the

DEX group presented a significantly lower incidence of

severe sleep disturbance on the day of surgery compared to

patients in the Non-DEX group (15.0% vs. 26.4%;

P<0.0001). The odds ratio for the DEX group was 0.49

(95% CI: 0.43 to 0.56) compared to the Non-DEX group.

Fewer patients in the DEX group were able to participate

in off-bed activity at 24 hrs after surgery compared to the

Non-DEX group (8.6% vs. 13.2%; P<0.0001). In addition,

no significant difference was found between the two

groups with respect to surgery time, or postoperative nau-

sea and vomiting, anal exsufflation, and inadequate

analgesia at 24 hrs after surgery.

After matching, the results showed that patients in the

DEX group also presented with a lower incidence of

severe sleep disturbance on the day of surgery compared

with the patients in the Non-DEX group (15.1% vs.

26.4%; P<0.0001) and the odds ratio for the DEX group

was 0.49 (95% CI: 0.42 to 0.58). Less patients in the DEX

group were able to participate in off-bed activity at 24 hrs

after surgery compared to the Non-DEX group (10.3% vs.

13.2%; P=0.007). Surgery time in the DEX group was

longer compared to the Non-DEX group (3.17±1.17 vs.

3.04±1.21; P=0.002). No difference was found in any

other outcomes between the two groups.

Subgroup Analysis
The incidence of severe sleep disturbance on the day of

surgery for the different surgery populations is shown in

Figure 2. The total incidence of severe sleep disturbance in

the DEX group was lower than the Non-DEX group (15.0%

vs. 26.4%; P<0.0001). In the subgroup analysis, for all

patients except for those undergoing neurosurgery, the inci-

dence of severe sleep disturbance in the DEX group was

significantly lower than the Non-DEX group. We calculated

the odds ratio for dexmedetomidine use on severe post-

operative sleep disturbance for the different surgical popu-

lations using a logistic regression model including all

baseline factors, and the results are shown in Figure 3. For

gynecological surgery the odds ratio was 0.21 (95% CI:

0.13–0.33; P<0.0001), 0.67 for middle and lower abdom-

inal surgery (95% CI:0.46–0.98; P=0.042), 0.57 for upper

abdominal surgery (95% CI:0.33–0.99; P=0.047), 0.30 for

urological surgery (95% CI:0.19–0.47; P<0.0001), 0.50 for

chest and breast surgery (95% CI:0.33–0.77; P=0.002),

0.61 for head, neck, and ear-nose-throat surgery (95%

CI:0.39–0.95; P=0.028), 0.43 for orthopedic spine surgery

(95% CI:0.33–0.56; P<0.0001), and 0.67 for orthopedic

limb and other surgeries (95% CI:0.46–0.97; P=0.034).

For neurosurgery, the incidence of severe sleep disorder

Table 2 Intraoperative and Postoperative Clinical Outcomes

Outcomes Unmatched Cohort Matched Cohort

DEX

Group

(n= 5565)

Non-DEX

(n=1853)

P value DEX Group

(n=1853)

Non-DEX

(n=1853)

P value

Surgery time; hour 3.19±1.78 3.12±3.35 0.246 3.17±1.17 3.04±1.21 0.002

Severe sleep disturbance at the day of the

surgery; n(%)

835 (15.0) 490(26.4) <0.0001 280(15.1) 490(26.4) <0.0001

PONV during 24 hrs after surgery; n(%) 537(9.6) 192(10.4) 0.373 184(9.9) 192(10.4) 0.703

Off-bed activity at 24 hrs after surgery; n(%) 478(8.6) 245(13.2) <0.0001 191(10.3) 245(13.2) 0.007

Anal exsufflation at 24 hrs after surgery; n(%) 1790(32.2) 576(31.1) 0.390 579(31.3) 576(31.1) 0.943

Inadequate analgesia during 24 hrs after

surgery; n(%)

961(17.3) 302(16.3) 0.336 294(15.9) 302(16.3) 0.754

Abbreviation: PONV, Postoperative nausea and vomiting.
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was 14.0% in the DEX group and 18.1% in the Non-DEX

group with an odds ratio of 0.74 (95% CI:0.47–1.16;

P=0.192).

Comparison the Effects Between

Different Dosage of Dexmedetomidine
The logistic analysis for severe postoperative sleep distur-

bance is shown in Table 3. Dosage of dexmedetomidine, age

group, BMI group, smoking, drinking, surgery type, digestive

system disorder, and hematological system disorder was

identified as factors affecting the incidence of severe

postoperative sleep disturbance. For dexmedetomidine

dosage 0.2–0.4μg·kg−1·h−1 the odds ratio was 0.38 (95%

CI:0.31–0.44; P<0.0001), 0.59 for 0.4–0.6μg·kg−1·h−1 (95%

CI:0.50–0.69; P<0.0001) and 0.57 for 0.6–0.8μg·kg−1·h−1

(95% CI:0.47–0.69; P<0.0001). The incidence of severe post-

operative sleep disturbance in the low-dose group was 11.5%

(249/2161), and it was lower than that in medium- (17.7%

[367/2077]; P<0.0001) and high-dose group (16.5%[219/

1327]; P<0.0001).

Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first real-world

cohort study to evaluate the role of intraoperative dexme-

detomidine use to improve postoperative sleep quality for

patients undergoing non-cardiac major surgery. Here, we

reported the following findings. First, intraoperative use of

dexmedetomidine was shown to decrease the incidence of

severe sleep disturbance on the day of surgery in patients

after undergoing non-cardiac major surgery. Second, the

improved sleep quality was observed in almost all types of

surgery, especially in gynecological and urological. Third,

the effects are most significant in patients receiving low-

dose dexmedetomidine (0.2–0.4 μg·kg−1·h−1) during the

surgery compared to medium- and high-dose.

The current study demonstrated that intraoperative use

of dexmedetomidine could decrease the incidence of

severe sleep disturbance in patients undergoing non-

cardiac major surgery. Based on this real-world cohort

we enrolled a large sample size population including dif-

ferent anesthesia methods and surgery types. Furthermore,
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All included patients

Figure 2 The incidence of severe sleep disturbance for different surgery population in DEX group and Non-DEX group. *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001.
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we also performed a propensity score and subgroup ana-

lysis based on different surgery types to validate the find-

ings. All analyses uniformly showed that intraoperative

dexmedetomidine use had the same tendency to improve

postoperative sleep quality. Accordingly, we concluded

that intraoperative use of dexmedetomidine could signifi-

cantly decrease the incidence of severe sleep disturbance

in patients after undergoing non-cardiac major surgery,

and this finding may be extended to routine clinical

practice.

However, it should be noted that the effects of intrao-

perative dexmedetomidine use for sleep quality improve-

ment differed for different surgery types based on the

subgroup analysis. The most significant effects were

observed in the patients receiving gynecological, urologi-

cal and orthopedic spine surgery with odds ratios of 0.21,

0.30 and 0.43, respectively. The clear effects may be

attributed to the higher incidence of postoperative sleep

disturbance in female, urological and orthopedic spine

surgery patients (all incidences of severe postoperative

sleep disturbance in the Non-DEX group for these surgery

patients were more than 30%). Conversely, we found that

there was no statistically significant difference in the inci-

dence of sleep disturbance between the DEX and Non-

DEX group in neurosurgery patients (the incidence of

severe postoperative sleep disturbance in the Non-DEX

group was approximately 18%). However, while there

was no statistical difference, a trend towards improved

sleep quality was observed. Thus, the effects of intraopera-

tive use of dexmedetomidine on sleep quality improve-

ment in neurosurgery patients should not be denied based

on the current study.

As we know, postoperative pain was one of the most

common causes affecting postoperative sleep quality, and

this is reported in many previous studies.19–21,30 However,

we observed that intraoperative use of dexmedetomidine

had no effect on improving postoperative pain, and the

incidence of inadequate postoperative analgesia was simi-

lar in the DEX and Non-DEX group. Thus, we speculated

that postoperative sleep quality improvement induced by

Figure 3 Effects of dexmedetomidine use on severe postoperative sleep disturbance for different surgical population. (Enter model logistic regression analysis performed for

different surgical population, and demographic factors and clinical characteristics at baseline were also included in the model, and only in neurosurgery population

dexmedetomidine use was not included in the final model).

Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval.
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intraoperative use of dexmedetomidine might be due to

other causes rather than reducing postoperative pain. Some

studies31,32 have indicated that the intraoperative use of

dexmedetomidine may provide better sedation effects. In

addition, one recent study15 has shown that dexmedetomi-

dine (0.1 μg·kg−1·h−1) improves postoperative sleep qual-

ity through increasing stage N2 sleep, decreasing stage N1

sleep and avoiding the sleep structure disorder of patients.

In the current study, the dosage of intraoperative dexme-

detomidine reached 0.2–0.8 μg·kg−1·h−1. Considering the

characteristics of long metabolism time and the positive

correlation between time and medication duration of

dexmedetomidine,33–35 these findings support that the

effects of dexmedetomidine might still exist when patients

have left the operating room and could, therefore, improve

the sleep quality of patients after surgery.

In clinical practice, the intraoperative use of dexmede-

tomidine was mainly used to assist in sedation, maintain-

ing hemodynamic stability and preventing the patient’s

postoperative delirium.22,36–38 However, there was cur-

rently a lack of clinical evidence for the intraoperative

use of dexmedetomidine in the nine types of non-cardiac

major surgery to affect postoperative sleep disturbance.

Clinicians seemed to have not noticed and considered

this problem in their actual work. Therefore, it could be

said that our research project was equivalent to a double-

blind study. At the same time, the results of the study

showed that intraoperative use of dexmedetomidine did

improve the quality of postoperative sleep, reflecting the

“Do not treat but cure” effect of dexmedetomidine on

improvement of sleep quality. In other words, intraopera-

tive use of dexmedetomidine may have a “pretreatment”

effect on the improvement of postoperative sleep quality.

In addition, we also found that that low-dose use of dex-

medetomidine (0.2–0.4 μg·kg−1·h−1) showed the greatest

improvement in postoperative sleep quality compared to the

medium-dose (0.4–0.6 μg·kg−1·h−1) and high-dose (0.6–0.8

μg·kg−1·h−1). One other previous study3 has examined the

effect of oxycodone combined with two different dose of

dexmedetomidine (2.4 μg·kg−1 vs. 4.8 μg·kg−1) on postopera-

tive sleep quality and also showed that using low-dose dexme-

detomidine (2.4 μg·kg−1) after surgery produced the better

effects on the improvement of postoperative sleep quality

comparing to the high-dose dexmedetomidine (4.8 μg·kg−1).

This further supported that low-dose dexmedetomidine use

(0.2–0.4 μg·kg−1·h−1) may be optimally recommended for

the treatment of postoperative sleep disturbance.

Table 3 Logistic Analysis for Severe Postoperative Sleep

Disturbance on the Day of Surgery

Factors Wald P value OR 95% CI

Dosage group (Ref. Non-

DEX)

0.135.44 <0.0001

0.2–0.4μg·kg−1·h−1 129.58 <0.0001 0.38 0.31 to 0.44

0.4–0.6μg·kg−1·h−1 42.73 <0.0001 0.59 0.50 to 0.69

0.6–0.8μg·kg−1·h−1 35.75 <0.0001 0.57 0.47 to 0.69

Sex (Ref. Female) 4.73 0.303 0.86 0.75 to 0.99

Age group(Ref. 45 to

60 year)

7.72 0.021

≥60 year 7.4 0.006 0.82 0.70 to 0.94

≤45 year 0.02 0.895 0.99 0.83 to 1.18

BMI group (Ref. 18.5 to

24 kg/m2)

14.59 0.001

≤18.5 kg/m2 8.68 0.003 0.55 0.37 to 0.82

≥24 kg/m2 4.13 0.042 1.14 1.01 to 1.30

Smoking status (Ref. Yes) 4.65 0.031 0.79 0.63 to 0.98

Drinking status (Ref. Yes) 25.24 <0.0001 8.41 3.66 to 19.30

ASA grade (Ref. ASA III) 9.65 0.008

I 9.35 0.002 2.72 1.43 to 5.16

II 1.53 0.216 1.11 0.94 to 1.30

Surgery type (Ref. Middle

and lower abdominal

surgery)

30.28 <0.0001

Gynecological surgery 1.40 0.236 0.82 0.59 to 1.14

Upper abdominal surgery 1.84 0.175 0.79 0.56 to 1.11

Urological surgery 0.31 0.576 1.10 0.80 to 1.51

Chest and breast surgery 0.27 0.603 0.93 0.70 to 1.24

Head, neck and ENT surgery 1.29 0.255 0.84 0.61 to 1.14

Neurosurgery 1.68 0.195 0.79 0.55 to 1.13

Orthopedic spine surgery 3.74 0.053 1.35 1.00 to 1.82

Orthopedic limb and other

surgery

2.78 0.96 1.31 0.95 to 1.80

Minimally invasive surgery

(Ref. Yes)

2.46 0.117 1.14 0.97 to 1.34

General anesthesia (Ref. Yes) 1.00 0.317 0.87 0.67 to 1.14

Cardiovascular system

disorder (Ref. Yes)

2.08 0.149 0.89 0.75 to 1.05

Respiratory system disorder

(Ref. Yes)

0.99 0.320 1.09 0.92 to 1.31

Urinary system disorder

(Ref. Yes)

0.03 0.873 1.02 0.84 to 1.22

Digestive system disorder

(Ref. Yes)

19.56 <0.0001 1.48 1.24 to 1.76

Nervous system disorder

(Ref. Yes)

2.11 0.146 1.18 0.94 to 1.48

Hematological system

disorder (Ref. Yes)

12.27 <0.0001 2.10 1.39 to 3.18

Received PCIA (Ref. Yes) 0.43 0.511 1.07 0.88 to 1.30

Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; Ref., Reference; BMI,

Body Mass Index; ASA, American Society of Anesthesiologists; ENT, ear-nose-

throat; PCIA, patient controls intravenous analgesia.
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The following limitations should be considered when

interpreting our study results. First, this study estimates an

average therapeutic effect of intraoperative dexmedetomi-

dine use from a single center and retrospective cohort study,

which has its own inherent limitations, e.g., we were able to

exclude only diagnosed patients with preoperative insomnia.

Thus, a well-designed randomized controlled trial is needed

to validate the current finding definitively. Second, the

intraoperative use dosage of dexmedetomidine may be dif-

ferent for patients according to different anesthetists and

patients may receive different therapies after surgery,

which may lead to deviations in results. Finally, the sample

size of subgroup analysis based on different surgery types

was limited though the overall sample size enrolled in our

study was relatively large. Thus, the effects of intraoperative

dexmedetomidine use in postoperative sleep quality

improvement for different surgery patients need to be further

confirmed with larger sample sizes.

Conclusion
Intraoperative use of dexmedetomidine can improve post-

operative sleep quality and significantly decrease the inci-

dence of severe sleep disturbance on the day of surgery for

patients who have undergone non-cardiac major surgery.

The effects of improvement in postoperative sleep quality

are the most pronounced in patients undergoing gynecolo-

gical and urological surgeries. Furthermore, low-dose dex-

medetomidine (0.2–0.4 μg·kg−1·h−1) during the surgery

has the most significant sleep improvement effect.

Abbreviations
DEX, dexmedetomidine; Non-DEX, Non-dexmedetomidine;

BMI, Body Mass Index; OSAHS, Obstructive sleep

apnea hypopnea syndrome; ASA, American Society of

Anesthesiologists; ENT, ear-nose-throat; PCIA, patient con-

trols intravenous analgesia; PONV, Postoperative nausea and

vomiting; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; Ref.,

Reference.
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